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Abstract 
The administration of the criminal justice Act introduction was timely and 

crucial. It was enacted because of the criminal procedure ACT and criminal 

procedure CODE had grown obsolete and could no longer handle the 

difficulties of the contemporary criminal justice system. 

The ACJA was founded in response to difficulties such as arrest, remand, 

arraignment, pre-trial, bail, and sentencing, and how the ACJA has introduced 

new innovations. It also analyzed the issues this new Act poses, including its 

flaws, and offered areas for improvement. The book concludes that the Act 

execution and specific provisions are not devoid of obstacles. While analyzing 

the wrongdoing that the ACJA has addressed, this study has highlighted these 

difficulties and provides solutions for them. 

 

Table of Abbreviations 
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ACJL- Administration of Criminal Justice Law 
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Introduction 

The Administration of Criminal Justice ACT 2015 (ACJA) was enacted when 

the Nigerian criminal justice system had become inefficient, inadequate, corrupt, under-

financed, understaffed, and prone to abuse, and this had attracted much odium and 

contempt from within and outside Nigeria. The modern criminal justice system protects 
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society from criminals and lawbreakers, hazardous and deleterious effects. Nigeria's old 

Criminal Justice System became a threat to the rule of law and other indices of 

democracy and good governance until the emergence of ACJA in 2015. For instance, 

the Nigeria police force was regarded as inept, oppressive, and constantly in violation of 

human rights, and the courts were poorly furnished, but that is not all; the other 

problems associated with the administration of the criminal justice system in courts are: 

1. Delays in trial of cases. 

2. Indiscriminate transfer of investigating police officers 

3. Inexperienced and non-professional police officers as prosecutors in the magistrate 

courts 

4. Lack of coordination among agencies charged with criminal justice reform (such as 

the police, prison prosecutors, and the courts) 

5. Lack of speedy dispensation of justice  

6. The absence of implementation of non-custodial sentencing as an alternative measure 

to imprisonment and other exorbitant forms of punishment as sanctions.  

These issues mentioned above were gross violations of our human rights guaranteed by 

the Nigerian constitution. These issues become an invitation to the status of a failed 

state, the present-day criminal procedure ACT and criminal procedure CODE being an 

inheritance of a colonial government. The present-day justice system keeps the system 

in a non-functional state. Some laws are lax, obsolete, and entirely out of step with 

democracy and modern trends. For instance, the repealed criminal procedure ACT was 

enacted in 1902, while the criminal procedure CODE in the north was enacted in 1960. 

As a result, reforming the law has become absolutely necessary. 

Some of the changes instituted by the ACJA as they affect human rights will be 

highlighted below.  

This book would therefore discuss the criminal justice system and how the ACJA/ACJL 

administration has addressed it. The topics discussed are arrest, remand, arraignment, 

pre-trial, bail, and sentencing. 

It is important to note that ACJA applies to criminal trials for offences established by an 

ACT of the National Assembly, while ACJL is for offences established by the law of 

the state House of Assembly.  

The Administration of Criminal Justice Act 2015 (ACJA) was passed when the 

Nigerian Criminal Justice System (CJS) earned much derision and scorn both within 

and outside the country. The Nigerian police force was viewed as inefficient, 

authoritarian, and frequently violating human rights; the courts were understaffed, and 

the prisons were overcrowded. These circumstances constituted a flagrant breach of the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria's 1999 Constitution provision of human rights (as 

amended). One of the major reasons for the persistence of the situation was that the 

repealed Criminal Procedure Act in the South and Criminal Procedure Code in the 
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North, both of which predated the 1999 Constitution, were outdated, loose, and out of 

step with democratic and modern trends as said earlier. As a result, reforming the laws 

became vitally necessary. Many other African countries with colonial ties, such as 

South Africa and Ghana, had already begun revamping their criminal justice systems. 

Due to a lack of time and space, this book will not be able to cover all of the 

innovations in ACJA. However, will focus on a few of the problems caused by the 

repealed laws. It examines the notion of the criminal justice system and the numerous 

problems that existed earlier in the CJS that the ACJA has addressed, such as arrest, 

arraignment, bail, plea bargaining, and punishment. 

 

The Criminal Justice System 

Before getting into the book specifics, it is vital to note that the ACJA covers 

criminal trials for offences defined by an Act of the National Assembly. The Act applies 

to federal courts, which including the Federal High Court and the High Court of the 

Federal Capital Territory, While Lagos and a few other states, including Abia state, 

have passed the Administration of Criminal Justice Law (ACJL). The CPA and CPC are 

still used in criminal proceedings in some other states. The criminal justice system is "a 

societal infrastructure for enforcing the rules of behavior required to safeguard people 

and the community." It is the sum of a society's operations to defend itself against what 

it considers illegal behavior. It also refers to the comprehensive integration of 

government machinery to enforce the law and redress crime. The law enforcement 

agencies controlling and preventing crime are known as the machinery. They include 

the police, the Chief Law Officer/Prosecutor, the Judiciary, and the Prisons services. 

According to Adebayo A. M., the CJS is a "government organization and 

procedures whose major purpose is to minimize and discourage crime. They also uphold 

social control and discipline individuals who breach a certain state defined laws with 

rehabilitation, and criminal penalties." The relationship between the functionaries in the 

CJS has been defined as a "symbiotic relationship" by B. Owasanoye and C. Ani. Any 

imperfection in any part of the system frustrates the entire system, which has a single 

identity. As a result, the CJS is a government apparatus that aims to deter crime by 

punishing those who commit it. 

In Nigeria, the criminal justice system comprises the entire range of substantive 

and adjectival criminal laws, as well as the institutions that include the Nigeria Police 

Force, the Attorney General, and the Minister/Commissioner for Justice, as well as 

prosecuting law officers, the Judiciary and the Nigeria Prison Service. To combat crime, 

all of these are essential to work together. This book will look at the institutions 

mentioned above and the adjectival part of criminal law. We cannot discuss this book 

without emphasizing the importance of magistrate court. 
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The Mischief Addressed by the ACJA 

Although the provisions of the CPA and the CPC do not appear to encourage 

human rights violations, loopholes in the laws, as well as some of the provisions, have 

been exploited in the CJS in Nigeria to produce human rights abuses and associated 

vices. The ACJA was enacted to address some of these concerns. It is helpful to note 

right away that the Act has replaced the term "accused person" with the term 

"defendant" for people who are being prosecuted in criminal cases. This could align 

with the Act's overall goal of protecting and preserving the person being prosecuted. For 

clarity, the discussion in this segment will divide the CJS into the following segments: 

arrest, remand, arraignment, plea bargaining, bail, sentence, and synergy. 

 

The Objectives of the ACJA/ ACJL in Nigeria 

The goal of ACJA/ ACJL in Nigeria is to "provide justice for all" by 

prosecuting and punishing the guilty and assisting them in stopping their criminal 

behaviour while safeguarding the innocent.7 This goal significantly impacts decision-

making for all CJS agencies throughout the criminal justice administration process. It 

aims to ensure that efficient management of criminal justice institutions is promoted, the 

prompt dispensation of justice is achieved, the society is protected from crime, and the 

rights and interests of suspects, defendants, and victims are also protected. 

Unfortunately, no government department, parastatal, or office is responsible for 

ensuring that the stated "objective" is fully realized. The ACJA, on the other hand, 

recommends that the Administration of Criminal Justice Monitoring Committee 

guarantee that the ACJA’s terms are followed. 

 

 

The Criminal Justice System 

Arrest 

On the subject of arrests, the Nigerian constitution section 35, states that "every 

person shall be entitled to his liberty, and no person shall be deprived of such liberty 

except in the following cases and in accordance with a procedure permitted by law," 

which includes but is not limited to "bringing him before a court in execution of a court 

order based on reasonable suspicion of his having committed a crime. Under Nigeria's 

former legal system, individual liberties were frequently violated during investigations 

and criminal prosecutions. According to the Constitution, the goal is ensuring that the 

suspect is taken to court to face his charges. Arrest refers to the process by which a 

person accused of committing a criminal offence loses his liberty. 

In the case of Holgate Mohammed V. Duke, the House of Lords defined arrest 

as a continuous act that begins with the arrester taking a person into custody and 

continues until the person confined is either freed from custody or remanded in custody 
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by the judicial Act of the Magistrate. Furthermore, it was said that a valid arrest does 

not just imply a person taken into custody. The arrested individual must be informed of 

the basis for their detention during arrest or as soon as possible. (Where reasonably 

practical). 

 Under the previous regime, the police had the authority to arrest anyone whom they 

had reasonable grounds to suspect had, was about to, or was committing a crime, with 

or without a warrant. The police had the authority arrests suspect in cases where a 

person lacked ostensible means of subsistence and could not give a satisfactory account 

of him. The latter provision was arbitrary in that it was highly dependent on the 

discretion of the police officer prepared to make an arrest. The police were given 

arbitrary powers by the repealed law, which led to a scenario where arrest became the 

norm, which then spurred investigation rather than the usual method of investigation 

leading to the arrest of suspects. Relatives of suspects were once again arbitrarily 

detained. In the case of Dallison v. Caffrey, it was established that a police officer is not 

responsible for false imprisonment if he arrests an individual who has not committed a 

crime so long as there is a reasonable grounds to suspect that the subject had committed 

a crime. The only legal limitation in the case of arbitrary arrest was a constitutional 

provision limiting the time a suspect may be held. However, this was insufficient, and 

arbitrary arrests, including those of suspects' families, continued. It was also stated that 

some of the suspects apprehended by the police were often ruthlessly executed before 

being labeled as armed robbery suspects. 

These had a far-reaching effect, upsetting the criminal justice system and ultimately 

causing grave injustice, particularly against innocent people. 

Suspects were frequently apprehended, and if no incriminating material or 

information was produced, they were pressured to give confessional remarks and, in 

some cases, extra-judicially slain. This was verified in 2008 by the President's 

Committee on Police Reform." The grade of the police investigation is exceedingly 

low," the Committee says, "and scarcely goes beyond taking statements and coercing 

individuals to confess." The police have been known to seek money from complainants 

or victims of crime before beginning an inquiry. The ACJA establishes a system of 

accountability whereby records of arrests are kept and reported to the AGF to 

discourage indiscriminate arrests that frequently result in torture and occasionally the 

death of detainees. The Administration of Criminal Justice Law of Abia State, 2017 

(ACJL) takes an alternative approach to accountability. It states that officers in charge 

of police stations on the last work day of every month should report to the nearest 

magistrate the cases of all suspects arrested without warrant within the limit of their 

respective sections whether the suspect has been admitted to bail or not. The report shall 

contain the information of the suspect arrested. The magistrate shall on receipt of the 

report forward them to the state criminal justice committee which shall forward the 

Comparative Analysis of Criminal Justice System in Nigeria and Administration of Criminal 
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report with appropriate recommendation to the AG of the state for appropriate remedial 

action. With this in place, at the very least, it becomes imperative to ensure that suspects 

arrested are not killed in jail or held for an excessive time. Apart from the prohibition on 

arrest in lieu of prosecution under the ACJA and the ACJL, section 42 of the ACJA 

mandates suspects to be treated with human decency. To protect against torture, the 

ACJA allows for the presence of a legal practitioner of the suspect's choice while he is 

being interrogated. 

Furthermore, the ACJA attempts to address the trial delays caused by request 

for a trial within a trial, which arises when an accused person purports to have given a 

confessional statement but claims that the statement was pressured or made unwillingly. 

Confessional utterances must be in writing, and they must be recorded electronically on 

a retrievable video compact disc or other audiovisual media, according to S.15(4). Such 

an electronic recording will undoubtedly assist the court in determining whether a 

confessional statement was made voluntarily or not.  

Unfortunately, subsection (5), which states that an oral confession of an arrested 

person shall be accepted in evidence notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (4), 

undermines the value of this clause once more. This already disproves the case for 

electronic evidence. If obtained by deception, an oral confession can be compelled or 

made involuntarily. 

 

Remand 

Due to many criminal cases brought before magistrate courts on a daily basis, 

their value in the criminal justice system and administration cannot be overstated. A 

suspect must be brought before a magistrate court as soon as possible after being 

arrested. Section 290(1) of the Abia state ACJL 2017. Section 293(1) ACJA 2015 

The magistrates' courts have unique responsibilities. This book will x-ray sections 290–

296 of the AJCL Abia , their potential, and obstacles under this heading. 

Section 290 of the ACJL Abia states that an accused person must appear before a 

magistrate court within a reasonable time to answer for the alleged offence. However, 

this must be done by an ex parte application, or Form 8 in the first schedule of the law, 

which must be verified under oath and include a justification for the remand request. 

The question here is, what amounts to a reasonable time in this situation? 

Section 291- ACJL Abia;The court shall make an order reminding the suspect in 

consideration of the application pending the argument of the suspect before an 

appropriate court or receipt of a discharge order from the attorney general. In Section 

291(2) it introduce the determinant of probable cause which the magistrate will take into 

consideration see section 291(2) a-d which is a welcome development 

Section 292- ACJL Abia; The police are required to provide the case file to the AG 

within seven (7) days following the suspect's remand. 
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Section 293- ACJL Abia; Where there is a prima-facie case against the suspect, the AG 

is expected to within 21 days after the receipt of the case file, file information against 

the suspect or where there is no prima-facie case against the suspect within that 21days 

of the receipt of the file direct the court that the suspect be summoned and discharged. 

How can the magistrate keep track of the suspect's remand in this circumstance? 

Section 294- ACJL Abia; that the AG may request a written extension of the remand 

time, upon which the court may issue an order extending the remand period for a period 

not to exceed 30 days and ordering that the proceeding be returned within 30 days. 

Section 292(2) ACJA 2015. 

 294(2) Where the person is still in custody and the remand period has elapsed, the 

magistrate may, upon application, if satisfied there is no probable cause for the suspect 

to continue being in detention, grant bail to the person remanded. The question now 

is,what if there is a probable cause to continue to remand the suspect, can the magistrate 

further extend the period of remand? Section 294 ACJA 2015. 

Section 295-ACJL Abia; if the attorney general fails to file information within the time 

specified, the suspect's remand shall be considered as a special circumstance when the 

suspect applies for bail. 

Section 296- ACJL Abia; The court may further order that the suspect be brought before 

it and can make other necessary orders to transfer the suspect to the hospital, give him 

medical treatment, take him to asylum, or make any other order that it considers 

necessary to make at any time during the remand period. 

Section 298(b) ACJL Abia appears to give the Magistrate the power to exercise control 

over remand orders once issued.   

                 

Plea Bargaining 

As noted previously, a not-guilty plea indicates that the defendant is putting 

himself on trial. Consequently, the trial commences. The ACJA has set up plea 

bargaining because pre-trial proceedings take a long time and cost a lot of money, as 

was already said. 

This idea provides an alternative method for the police, who have historically 

relied almost exclusively on suspect confessions to secure convictions. Unfortunately, 

they only managed to accomplish the exact reverse. 

The Nigerian Police Force is incapable of successfully prosecuting the most 

heinous crimes. Between 2000 and 2005, just 48 of the 5,883 robbery suspects housed 

in four of Nigeria's most populous prisons were convicted, while the remaining 4,014 

were acquitted. Even the Supreme Court has highlighted that the quality of the police 

investigation...falls far below the expected quality and level in this age of technological 

advancement. More frequently than not, prosecutions are conducted sloppily and 

inadequately, culminating in the acquittal of offenders who should have been convicted. 

Comparative Analysis of Criminal Justice System in Nigeria and Administration of Criminal 
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The ACJA stipulates that a plea bargain may be reached before trial or during the trial 

but before the defendant launches his or her defence. In addition, the ACJA stipulates 

the prerequisites for entering into a plea bargain once the trial has begun, which include: 

where the prosecution's evidence is insufficient to prove the crime beyond a reasonable 

doubt or where the defendant is willing to make restitution to the victim or his 

representative, and in situation where the defendant has fully cooperated with the 

prosecution in obtaining evidence for the prosecution of other offenders. Similarly, the 

prosecutor and defendant or his attorney may agree regarding the terms of the plea 

bargain and the appropriate punishment to be imposed prior to the defendant entering a 

plea. Among the effects or benefits of plea bargaining are the rapid resolution of cases 

and the acquisition of evidence that would otherwise be difficult to collect. This will 

help the investigator when breaking up criminal groups, especially to avoid torture and 

confessions that cannot be used in court. 

 

Arraignment 

Arraignment is the procedure by which a person suspected of committing an 

offence is confronted/ accused with a formal charge outlining the offence he is claimed 

to have committed in a court of competent jurisdiction, and the accused person is then 

required to enter a guilty or not guilty plea. When a person pleads guilty to a felony that 

does not carry the death penalty, the presiding judge determines that the defendant 

understands the allegations and convictions and punishes him appropriately. Even if the 

prisoner pleads guilty, a plea of "not guilty" is entered for him if the offence against him 

is punishable by death. When a defendant enters a not guilty plea, he is deemed to have 

put himself on trial. It goes without saying that arraignment is the first step in a 

defendant's trial, which can only take place in a court with jurisdiction; if there is no 

arraignment, the trial cannot begin. 

"Those who claimed to have reasonably suspected a citizen of a crime and 

apprehended him for that reason must demonstrate the reasonableness of their suspicion 

by arraigning him in court" See Shola Abu and 349 others v. C.O.P., Lagos State. The 

preceding is a re-declaration of the constitutional requirement that a detainee is hauled 

before a court of law in a fair amount of time so that the inmate can stand trial. When 

arraignment is not completed within a reasonable amount of time and the suspect is held 

in custody, his detention becomes a contravention even with his incessant pre-trial. He 

is deprived of his right to personal liberty.  

The expense of imprisoning an accused person before a conviction is 

determined is enormous: it costs taxpayers much money. It deprives the individual 

affected of his most valuable possession: money. It denies him his freedom, liberty, and 

ability to support himself and his family. It could cost him his job, and it limits his 

options. It forces him to participate in his defence and puts him in danger. Prison 
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dehumanizes him by isolating him from his family and friends. It casts a spell over him 

without a trial. There is a sense of criminality and remorse in him. According to 

Amnesty International, pre-trial incarceration is rampant in Nigeria, with 65 percent of 

inmates in Nigerian jails having never been convicted of a crime. The phenomena of 

retaining charges aided this scenario significantly. When a police officer present a 

suspect before a Magistrate court for a criminal charge inwhich the magistrate has no 

jurisdiction, and the police officer must obtain from the margistrate a remand order to 

keep suspect in custody even though there was no arraignment, this is known as a 

holding charge. The practice of holding a charge has been extensively abused by the 

police, who utilize it as a substitute for conducting a comprehensive investigation. Hon. 

Justice Niki Tobi (JCA, as he then was) in the case of Onagoruwa v. The State observed 

the practice of holding charge: In many cases, the police in this country rush to court on 

what they call "holding charge." Before they go to trial, they carry out research. If an 

investigation is unsuccessful, putting together the necessary evidence to prosecute the 

defendant for winning a conviction is the greatest thing to do: persevere in your 

convictions. 

Unfortunately, because the court that grants the remand order lacks the 

jurisdiction to try the case, there is normally no arraignment before a suspect is placed 

in prison custody. This appears to be a prosecutorial laxity on the part of the 

prosecution. Although it is common knowledge that jurisdiction is essential in any court 

proceeding, whether criminal or civil, S. 236 (3) of the now-repealed Criminal 

Procedure Law waived this critical concept, allowing a Magistrate to remand a person 

brought before him if that person is suspected of having committed an indictable 

offence. 

 However, it is the prosecution's responsibility to bring a suspect to trial in a 

reasonable period by arraigning the suspect before a court of competent jurisdiction and 

obtaining a warrant for detention. One of the arguments for detaining the defendant is 

that the Attorney General's legal opinion may be required to proceed with the 

prosecution; hence, while the prisoner is being remanded, his legal counsel can be 

prepared. This argument is flawed because the Police Act authorizes the police to 

prosecute criminal cases without seeking legal assistance and up to the Supreme Court. 

This stance was confirmed in the case Federal Republic of Nigeria v. Osahon.  

The Supreme Court's stance on the subject of holding charges appears to 

provide little relief. The Court of Appeal, Lagos Division, decided in Bayo Johnson v. 

Lufadeju that the provision of legislation, s. 236 (3) of the Criminal Procedure Law, 

which gives legislative encouragement to Magistrates to remand individuals in prison 

custody while awaiting a charge, is unconstitutional. This was the case until the 

Attorney General of Lagos State filed an appeal in the matter of Lufadeju, which the 

Supreme Court heard. The Supreme Court finally decided on the contentious subject of 

Comparative Analysis of Criminal Justice System in Nigeria and Administration of Criminal 
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holding charges. The court decided, among other things, that section 236 (3) of the 

Lagos Civil Procedure Law is not unconstitutional since it complements the constitution 

and is intended to enhance the administration of criminal justice in the country. The 

court also decided that a remand is usually not indefinite but that if it is, a suspect can 

petition the High Court to review the Magistrate's remand order. 

It is challenging to see how the provision in the legislation for holding charge 

complements constitutional provisions, particularly in light of the presumption of 

innocence, the demand for a speedy trial, and the prosecution's diligence. The fact that 

the practice of retaining charge has been overused rather than being appropriately 

utilized is also worth mentioning. Charges are frequently forgotten for suspects being 

held on remand due to a holding order in prison. Some suspects can spend up to eight 

years in prison before being released; eventually the suspect is remembered, in most 

cases to discover that he has no case to answer or that he has. His trial begins now that 

he has a case to answer. According to statistics, the average length of pre-trial detention 

in Nigeria is 3.7 years. Under the CPA, the holding charge phenomenon developed and 

flourished to new heights. S. 293 of the ACJA permits a police officer to apply to the 

Magistrate for a remand order where a magistrate has no jurisdiction to try the alleged 

offence. While section 294 states that the Magistrate has the authority to issue a remand 

order if he is convinced there is good cause to do so. Furthermore, contrary to what was 

previously known, section 295 of the ACJA gives the Magistrate the power to grant bail 

in the case of a holding charge. Again, S. 296 establishes a maximum limit of 56 days 

during which a suspect may be held in custody pending filing a valid charge. By the 

conclusion of the time specified, and charges are yet to be filed, the Magistrate has no 

choice except to release the suspect. The Act guarantees that criminal cases are resolved 

or tried as quickly as possible, avoiding various delays. Delay has hampered criminal 

cases in the past. The law prohibits the consideration of a request for a stay of 

proceedings in a criminal action. This procedure ends the delay in the trial caused by 

interlocutory pleas to halt proceedings pending appeal on preliminary issues. If the 

substantive suit has not been tried or heard, the trial will proceed until the culmination 

of the trial. Whereby the trial is steady, the parties must only be entitled to five 

adjournments each, and the interval between each adjournment will not exceed two 

weeks. Where the trial has not yet been determined, the adjournment interval shall be 

decreased to seven days to continue in the spirit of a speedy trial. The filed information 

will be assigned to the courts by the Chief Justice within 15 days, and the judge 

presiding in court is to provide notice of trial within ten business days of receiving the 

information given to the court. Also, every objection only objections to the legality of 

the charge or information submitted by the defendant shall be considered.  

When criminal cases are being tried in the country, it has been noticed that 

sometimes the defendant is not there due to ineffective prosecution or inadequate 
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understanding of the law; individuals who would have been convicted are released from 

prison. This circumstance is commonly attributed to the fact that the authorities, which 

are not necessarily legally trained, may pursue crimes in court, especially in courts 

below the Supreme Court, such as the Magistrates court. However, according to Section 

106 of the ACJA, prosecution for any violation of law in any court shall fall under the 

prosecution officer adopted by the AGF, i.e., a law officer in his Ministry or 

department, meaning a legal practitioner authorized by the AGF, or a legal professional 

practitioner authorized to prosecute under the ACJA. Therefore, pursuant to this clause, 

a lawyer can only conduct the prosecution. This consequently implies repeals Section of 

the Police Act, which grants armed officers the capacity to pursue legal actions in court. 

It also exceeded the Supreme Court ruling in FRN v Osahon . Therefore, every police 

officer who wishes to prosecute a case must also be a certified attorney, even in the 

Magistrate's court. Therefore, pursuant to this clause, attorneys can only conduct the 

prosecution. Therefore, this implicitly repeals Section 23 of the Police Act, which gives 

police personnel the authority to prosecute cases in court. In addition, it reverses the 

Supreme Court's ruling in FRN v. Osahon. Therefore, any police officer who wishes to 

prosecute a case, even in the Magistrates' court, must also be a licenced attorney. 

 

Bail 

In accordance with CPA 23 and CPC 24, the High Court has the authority to 

grant bail for an offence carrying the death penalty. The discussion of bail in this 

section is limited to capital offences at trial since it is more difficult to get bail in such 

cases than in cases involving lesser offences. 

The CPC stipulated that those accused of a crime carrying the death penalty should not 

be freed on bail unless further investigations are conducted. These restrictions made it 

much harder to do justice, especially in the Northern States, where the CPC was in 

effect. 

In exercising their judicial authority, the courts have repeatedly declared the 

"extraordinary circumstances" under which an accused individual charged with a capital 

offence may be admitted to bail. The conditions include poor health and a lengthy delay 

in prosecution. Therefore, if an accused individual fails to demonstrate that he is so 

unwell that he needs medical treatment outside of prison, he will not be granted bail. In 

the case of Abacha v. State, this was the Supreme Court's position. 

Although this remained the court's stance on bail applications, it may be claimed that 

the rule outlining the unusual circumstances in which bail may be granted in a trial for a 

capital offence was essentially a court creation. The ACJA's innovation in this regard 

was the codification of the aforementioned position. The ACJA has also ended the 

debate on whether or not women can serve as sureties in a bail application. The Act's 

Section 167(3) states that "no person shall be prohibited, stopped, or restricted from 

Comparative Analysis of Criminal Justice System in Nigeria and Administration of Criminal 
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entering into any recognition or standing as surety for any defendant or application 

solely on the basis that the person is a woman." Therefore, it is evident that the criminal 

justice system does not discriminate between men and women in this regard. Women 

can serve as guarantors. This will make it easier for suspects or defendants to comply 

with their bail restrictions. The ACJA provides for the registration of bond persons to 

further assist defendants who, for various reasons, find it challenging to comply with 

their bail conditions. The Chief Judge of the High Court has the authority to create 

regulations for the registration and licensing of corporate entities and individuals to act 

as bond persons within the court's jurisdiction where they are registered. Such a person 

can then engage in bail bond services within that jurisdiction, thus contributing to the 

decongestion of prisons for those who were granted bail but could not meet the terms. 

 

Sentencing 

Previously, under the terms of the CPA and CPC, the potential penalties for 

conviction were limited to imprisonment, fines, caning , haddi lashing , and the death 

penalty. The ACJA has now broadened the scope of the criminal justice system in terms 

of punishment to include probation, suspended sentence, compensation for the victim's 

loss, the cost of prosecution, and community service. It is important to note that section 

452 of the ACJA currently excludes the trial of juvenile offenders from the standard 

criminal procedure. The procedure to be followed is specified by the Child's Rights Act 

of 2003. All of the new sentencing options are consistent with the sentencing objectives, 

which include: preventing the convict from committing the offence in the future; 

preventing the convict from committing additional offences; rehabilitating the convict; 

discouraging the public from committing the offence; educating the public about 

acceptable conduct; and providing retribution and compensation to the victim of the 

offence. When giving a sentence, the court must also take into account the factors listed 

in section 416 (2), which include, but are not limited to, the following: 

1. based on the facts of each case. 

2. The principles requiring a convict's reformation. 

3. The prohibition against imposing the maximum penalty on a first-time offender. 

4. The criminal's antecedents. 

Given the expanded possibilities for penalising criminals, it is safe to assume that prison 

congestion would decrease if these options were consistently implemented. In addition, 

the ACJA stipulates that the Nigeria Police Force should develop a central criminal 

records register. In order to make this possible, each state police command should 

construct a criminal records registry. The State and Federal Capital Territory Police 

Command must ensure that all criminal trial court decisions are sent to the central 

criminal records register within 30 days of the court's decision. This is to avoid what 

happened in James Onanefe Ibori's trial when he said that he was not the same James 
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Onanefe Ibori who had been convicted of a crime in another case, insisting it was a case 

of mistaken identity. 

 

Synergy 

The key institutions in Nigeria's criminal justice system are the Nigeria Police 

Force, Ministry of Justice, and Nigerian Prison Service, which work in parallel 

hierarchies, making it impossible to create synergy. For instance, the Attorney-General / 

Minister of Justice and the Police are under the Executive arm of government. The 

constitutional provisions establishing the Attorney-General, Minister/Commissioner for 

Justice, and Nigeria Police Force isolate these institutions, making synergy challenging. 

In reality, the aforementioned entities do not have a common goal. According to 

appearances, the Nigeria Police has no connection to the Ministry of Justice or the 

Nigeria Prisons. This led to a situation where police officers were transferred without 

their involvement in ongoing cases or investigations. In certain instances, these police 

officers travel with the case files, shortening the trial and leaving the offender 

languishing in prison. Also, case files went missing while being transported from the 

police to the Ministry of Justice for legal guidance. All of these indicate a disconnect in 

the criminal justice system, leading to widespread human rights violations. To address 

this inconsistency, the ACJA establishes the Administration of Criminal Justice 

Monitoring Committee, which consists of the Chief Judge of the FCT, who shall serve 

as chairman. The Attorney-General of the Federation or his representative, shall not be 

below the rank of a Director in the Ministry, or a Judge of the Federal High Court, and 

the Inspector-General of Police or his representative. The Committee, which is 

supposed to convene at least once every three months, subject to its standing rules, is 

responsible for ensuring the efficient and effective administration of criminal justice in 

Nigeria through maximum cooperation amongst all criminal justice sector authorities. 

This affords the potential for cooperation since representatives of various agencies can 

now convene to devise methods for effectively administering criminal justice. 

 

ACJA Challenges and Recommendations 

Indeed, the ACJA represents a commendable improvement in Nigeria's 

administration of criminal justice. However, certain obstacles will be encountered 

throughout its implementation, as well as certain flaws in the ACJA that can be 

rectified. It must be emphasized that the CPA and CPC have been in effect for more 

than a century, which means that the criminal justice system's stakeholders are 

accustomed to the old way of doing things. Therefore, everyone would require some 

time to acclimate to the new law. Nonetheless, this orientation shift need not take an 

eternity. Judges, police officers, prison officers, attorneys, Economic and Financial 

Crimes Commission (EFCC), the Independent Corrupt Practices Commission (ICPC) 
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officials, the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency (NDLEA) officials, and every 

other stakeholder in the criminal justice system must receive consistent and rigorous 

training on the ACJA. Inadequate funding is another major obstacle that may impede 

the proper implementation of the ACJA. Numerous provisions of the Act assume the 

availability of funding for the police, courts, office of the attorney general, and others. 

For instance, the necessity that suspect statements be captured electronically 

necessitates the provision of recording gadgets to the police and other crime-

investigating authorities.  

Additionally, courts must be outfitted with electronic and information 

technology gadgets. A court must have the equipment to play an electronically recorded 

statement. Therefore, the government must be willing and able to allocate funding to 

implement this law. This is necessary because the government must commit resources 

to ensure that the rights of Nigerian citizens are protected through the effective 

implementation of the ACJA. Establishing a criminal registration at each police 

command and a central criminal registry also necessitates a continual power supply and 

an Internet connection to accomplish this electronically. A manual or paper-based 

central registry would be cumbersome, difficult to implement, slow, and ineffective. 

However, the power supply is erratic, and the Internet connection is typically 

inconsistent, unpredictable, and expensive to acquire. Many other government agencies 

that have migrated to a single database, such as the Federal Road Safety Corps (FRSC) 

and the Nigerian Immigration Service (NIS), nevertheless struggle with poor or non-

existent internet connections, which slow down transactions and applications in these 

agencies. The nation cannot afford the central criminal registry to be plagued with a 

similar issue. Under the ACJA, the police and other public authorities appear to have 

genuine and enforceable authority. Although the Act has been praised for the different 

ways in which it strives to protect and prevent the misuse or violation of the rights of 

citizens or suspects, in certain areas, the Act renders the citizen's rights goodwill that 

cannot be enforced as an entitlement. Examples are the provisions of Sections 9(2) and 

(3), which stipulate:(2) When an apprehended suspect is granted bail and bail are 

provided, he shall not be searched, subject to the provisions of section 11 of this Act 

unless there are reasonable reasons to believe that he is in possession of any of the 

following: (a) stolen article (....) (3) When it is required to search a suspect, the search 

must be conducted in a dignified manner by a person of the same sex, unless: The 

question then becomes, what is the criterion for evaluating reasonable grounds? How 

can a police officer demonstrate that he had reasonable suspicion that a suspect was 

carrying stolen property? What is the additional standard for "decently"?  

These expressions are just superficially protective of the culprit. What are the 

repercussions for a police officer who violates these provisions? Can the suspect file a 

lawsuit or receive compensation? It appears that the answer is "no." Which means there 
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is a need for a guideline, policy, rules of practice, or regulation that could serve as a 

guide for police officer activities. The question might also be expanded to include 

whether a suspect can get compensation for violating the ACJA. There appears to be no 

provision in the Act for compensating a suspect or defendant where the Act has been 

violated. While it is proposed that such a provision be put into the Act, it is also urged 

that courts should let suspects seek compensation under the Enforcement of 

Fundamental Rights Rules until this is accomplished. The Act continues the use of the 

holding charge or remand order when a suspect is apprehended for an offence that a 

magistrate court has jurisdiction to try for a remand order to detain the individual in 

custody pending investigation or legal counsel. While such provisions may be necessary 

for the criminal justice system, the time limit of the detention must be reasonable to 

ensure that a suspect who is presumed innocent under our laws does not suffer the 

injustice of lengthy detention if he turns out to be innocent or if there is insufficient 

evidence to convict him. A remand order issued under the ACJA is valid for 14 days 

and can be extended for another 14 days. 

Moreover, if the suspect's trial has not begun or no charges have been brought 

against him within this period, the court must defer the matter and serve a hearing 

notice on the appropriate authority within 14 days of the expiration of the remand order. 

If the proper authorities can demonstrate good cause, the court may prolong the 

suspect's remand for an additional 14 days. This brings the total number of days a 

suspect may be held in custody to. 

In the absence of reasonable grounds for the suspect's continuing detention, the 

court may release the suspect with or without an application to that effect. Section 

296(7) states that no future remands applications will be considered by any court. Fifty-

six days is undoubtedly long, considering that police frequently arrest suspects based on 

mere suspicion and frequently lack proof linking the suspect to the crime. 

To protect Nigerians' right to personal liberty, making such detention the rule 

generally applies to all cases may not be acceptable. The Act also assigns the AGF 

numerous responsibilities. If for any reason, the AGF is not enthusiastic about the 

implementation of the Act, this would portend significant problems. Therefore, the AGF 

must always be aware of his responsibilities under the Act and be prepared to carry 

them out. The Act must authorise the AGF to delegate a portion of his obligations to an 

officer of the department because he is already burdened with a substantial number of 

duties and the Act imposes on him a substantial number of additional duties. As a result, 

the AGF does not become a stumbling block to the implementation of the Act due to 

being overburdened with obligations. This is necessary for the implementation of the 

Act to proceed. Similarly, the Chief Magistrate who is tasked with visiting jails and 

other detention facilities to reduce the number of individuals awaiting trial must be 

enthusiastic and take this role seriously. Lack of critical human resources, such as 
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probation officers, parole officers, and supervisors at community service centres, may 

also affect the Act. Therefore, it is crucial to hire more people to fill these offices or 

form partnerships with the private sector to carry out these provisions of the Act. 

Concerning the purposes of the CJS in Nigeria, it must be noted that the Act's purpose 

extends beyond simply technical compliance with the Act's requirements.  

 

The objectives of the entire CJS, as stated in the Act's purpose, must be 

achieved and assessed or reviewed consistently, which may demand the creation of 

policy statements and the assignment of responsibility for achieving these objectives to 

a particular agency or group. This could be an extra responsibility of the Administration 

of Criminal Justice Monitoring Committee (ACJMC) to avoid duplication. Certain 

institutions must be developed for the Act to be effectively implemented; otherwise, it 

will remain a mere piece of legislation with no effect on the criminal justice system in 

the country. Among these institutions are community service centres, rehabilitation 

facilities, the central criminal records registry, a criminal records registry at each state 

police command, and a monitoring committee. The Administration of Justice 

Commission (AJC) in the form of the ACJMC existed under the now-repealed 

Administration of Justice Commission Act, which was enacted at the federal level. This 

commission, however, was ineffectual. Despite this, the ACJA re-establishes a 

comparable organization. As was the case with its predecessor, the AJC, it is feared that 

the ACJMC will just exist on paper. Hence, B. Owasanoye and C. Ani have 

acknowledged the AJC's and the non-statutory Federal Justice Sector Reform 

Coordinating Committee's weakness and inactivity (FJSRCC). 

 

Conclusion 

The enactment of the ACJA represents the most remarkable transformation in 

the Nigerian criminal justice system. This new law supersedes those that have existed 

for more than a century. A review of the provisions of the ACJA reveals that, in general, 

it tries to ensure a criminal justice system that respects the dignity of the accused, 

pursues restorative and not only punitive justice, and disposes of criminal matters 

expeditiously. However, the Act's execution and certain clauses are not devoid of 

difficulties. While analysing the mischief the ACJA has remedied, this study has 

emphasised these difficulties and proposed solutions. Despite its flaws, the ACJA is a 

significant step in the Nigerian CJS, and all States of the Federation are required to 

implement it in their respective jurisdictions. 
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